Advances in mechanisms of atrial fibrillation: structural remodeling, high-frequency fractionated electrograms, and reentrant AF drivers.
The mechanisms to explain atrial fibrillation (AF) have been widely debated. Although contemporary experimental techniques have provided more insight, hypotheses regarding AF propagation conceived in the early half of the century remain minimally altered and relevant today. Modern mapping technologies have implicated multiwavelet reentry as the electrophysiologic basis to explain AF propagation within the atrial myocardium; however, reentry has also been observed within pulmonary veins and may behave as a focal trigger. The ability to terminate AF by catheter ablation has provided additional clues to explain AF induction and sustenance. The presence of complex fractionated electrograms (CFAE) and subsequent successful CFAE-directed ablation suggest that diseased atrial myocardium is a necessary substrate for AF maintenance. Atrial remodeling creates differential areas of refractory periods and conduction velocity, which, in turn, creates a suitable environment for AF. This review addresses the complex relationship between remodeled atrial myocardium and reentry and explores the role of CFAEs in AF maintenance.